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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past few years there have been increasing interests
in understanding time-dependent quantum transport through
nanostructures. Both theoretical and experimental research
efforts have been carried out.1-13 There are two general approa-
ches to treat the time-dependent quantum transport problem
theoretically. One approach is to work in the frequency domain.
For instance, Floquet theory has been applied to study electron
transport under sinusoidal external voltage.14-17 By considering
all the frequencies and taking a Fourier transform of the results,
the transient current response of the system can be recovered.
Another approach is to work directly in the time domain and
obtain the real-time current response of the system. However,
until recently, most theoretical studies had been focused on
simple model systems in which the electronic devices of primary
interest are modeled by one- or few-level systems.3 It is thus
difficult to evaluate how the geometric and electronic structures
of specific nanosized structures or materials would influence the
transport process. Recently, time-dependent density-functional
theory (TDDFT) formalisms have been developed.7-12 A prac-
tical scheme has been proposed in order to simulate transient
currents through realistic nanoscale devices.7,10 In particular,
dynamic current response of carbon nanotube (CNT)-based
devices have been investigated.18 The TDDFT formalism is
based on an equation of motion (EOM) for the Kohn-Sham
(KS) reduced single-electron density matrix which is equivalent
to the well-known quantum kinetic equation. Alternatively, this

formalism can be viewed as the first-principles Liouville-von
Neumann equation.

In this manuscript, we generalize the TDDFT formalism7 to
calculate the current density distribution, and apply it to examine
the transient current through a (8,0) CNT coupled to the left and
right electrodes. In particular, we focus on analyzing the local
current distribution. This paper is organized as follows: In section
II, we outline our theoretical methodology and present the prac-
tical scheme for the evaluation of current density distribution.
The simulation results are analyzed and discussed in section III.
Finally, we conclude our findings in section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

Electron density function of any time-independent real phy-
sical system made of atoms and molecules is real analytic except
at nuclei (a function is real analytic if it possesses derivatives of all
orders and agrees with its Taylor series in a neighborhood of
every point). This has been proved by Fournais et al. in 200419

and termed as time-independent holographic electron den-
sity theorem. Here, real analyticity or “holographic” property
implies that any nonzero volume piece of ground-state electron
density completely determines the electron density of the entire
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ABSTRACT: We have performed time-dependent density-
functional theory calculations to simulate the transient
electrical response of a carbon nanotube-based electronic
device. Time-dependent current density and electrostatic
potential distribution are calculated and analyzed. Strong local
vortices are observed for the current. In addition, the calcu-
lated dynamic admittance confirms that the dynamic response
of the two-terminal device can be mapped onto the equivalent
electric circuit reported in our previous work [Yam et al.
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system.20 For time-dependent systems, there also exists a holo-
graphic time-dependent electron density theorem.21 If the time-
dependent external potential field on a finite physical system, v(rB,
t), is real analytic in both rB and t, and its electron density at a given
time t0,F(rB,t0), is real analytic in rB-space, then there is a one-to-one
correspondence between v(rB,t) and the time-dependent electron
density within any finite subspace D, FD(rB,t).7 As a result, FD(rB,t)
determines uniquely all the electronic properties of the entire time-
dependent physical system. Therefore, the holographic time-
dependent electron density theorem proves the existence of an
exact density-functional theory for time-dependent open elec-
tronic systems. On the basis of the exact TDDFT for open
systems, a practical first-principles approach has been developed
to simulate transient electrical current through molecular
devices.

The derivation of our TDDFT formalism for open systems
starts from a closed EOM for the KS-reduced single-electron
density matrix of the entire system, σ(t):

i _σðtÞ ¼ ½hðtÞ, σðtÞ� ð1Þ
where h(t) is the KS Fock matrix. Figure 1 illustrates a simple
open system schematically. By using atomic orbital basis sets to
expand the density matrix, we can partition σ as

σ ¼
σL σLD σLR

σDL σD σDR

σRL σRD σR

2
664

3
775 ð2Þ

where σL, σD, and σR are the diagonal blocks corresponding to
the left electrode L, the device regionD, and the right electrode R,
respectively; σDL is the off-diagonal block between D and L, and
σRL, σLD, σRD, σLR, and σDR have similar definitions. We can also
partition the KS Fock matrix h in the same manner. Thus, we can
get the EOM for σD:

i _σD ¼ ½hD, σD� þ ∑
R¼L, R

ðhDRσRD - σDRhRDÞ

¼ ½hD, σD�- i ∑
R¼L,R

QR ð3Þ

where QL and QR are the dissipative terms due to L and R,
respectively. According to the holographic time-dependent elec-
tron density theorem, QR is in principle a functional of the

electron density in the reduced systemD, FD(rB,t). Transforming
FD into σD, a formally closed form of eq 3 can be recast as follows:

i _σD ¼ ½hD½ rB, t; σDð rB, tÞ�, σDð rB, tÞ�
- i ∑

R¼L,R
QR½ rB, t; σDð rB, tÞ� ð4Þ

Employing the Keldysh nonequilibrium Green’s function
(NEGF) formalism, we have

QRðtÞ ¼ -∑
Z þ¥

-¥
dτ½G<ðt, τÞΣa

Rðτ, tÞ þ Gaðt, τÞΣ<
Rðτ, tÞ

þH:c:� ð5Þ
where G< and Ga are the lesser and advanced Green’s functions
respectively, and Σ< and Σa are the lesser and advanced self-
energies, respectively. In the practical numerical calculation of
QR, the adiabatic wide-band limit (AWBL) approximation3,7,22 is
adopted, where the bandwidths of both electrodes are assumed
to be infinitely large and the self-energy ΣR is treated as energy
independent. The time-dependent electric current through elec-
trode R (R = L or R) can be calculated as

IRðtÞ ¼ - Tr½QRðtÞ� ð6Þ
The transient dynamics of the device D is solved by directly
integrating eq 4 subjected to the potential boundary conditions at
the left and right interfaces of the simulation box.

The reduced single-electron density matrix σD(t) can be
partitioned into two parts: σD

(0) and δσD(t), where δσD(t) is
the induced electron density matrix by the external field.23,24 We
have

δFð rB, tÞ ¼ ∑
μ, ν ∈ D

δσμνðtÞχ�νð rBÞχμð rBÞ ð7Þ

where δF(rB,t) is the induced electron density, and χμ(χν) is the
μ(ν)th atomic basis function.

The current density operator is ĵBð rBÞ ¼ ð2iÞ-1∑sf½rψ̂†
s ð rBÞ�

ψ̂sð rBÞ- ψ̂†
s ð rBÞrψ̂sð rBÞg, where ψ̂s

†(ψ̂s) is the creation
(annihilation) operator for an electron occupying molecular orbital
ψs. Similarly, spanned by an atomic basis set {χν}, the induced
current density jB(rB,t) is expressed by,

jBð rB, tÞ ¼ ð2iÞ-1 ∑
μ, ν∈D

δσμνðtÞ½χμð rBÞrχ
�
νð rBÞ

- χ
�
νð rBÞrχμð rBÞ� ð8Þ

Usually χμ(rB) is a real function, and hence χμ*(rB) = χμ(rB), we have

jBð rB, tÞ ¼ - ∑
μν
Im½δσμνðtÞ�χμð rBÞrχνð rBÞ ð9Þ

Therefore, jB(rB,t) is only determined by the imaginary part of
δσD(t). In principle, only the longitudinal component of the current
density can be obtained by TDDFT calculation, i.e., the longitudinal
current density has real physical meaning while the transverse
component does not. However, in practice, it has been argued that
KS current density jB(rB,t) is a good approximation to exact value for
both longitudinal and transverse components.25 It should be noted
that the magnetic field is neglected in TDDFT.26,27 It can be
included in time-dependent current density functional theory
(TDCDFT).28-30 Di Ventra et al. have developed a TDCDFT
method for open systems via real-time propagation of a stoc-
hastic Schr€odinger equation.29 Yuen-Zhou et al. have proposed

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup for
quantum transport through a molecular device. L, R, and D denote
the left electrode region, right electrode region and device region,
respectively. L andR are connected to an external bias. SL(SR) represents
the interface between D and L(R). It should be noted that we include
adequate part of the electrodes, i.e., shaded areas in the schematic
diagram, into D, so that SL(SR) will show bulk properties of L(R).
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a TDCDFTKS scheme for an open system.30 Di Ventra et al.27 have
also found that the current density calculated by TDDFT with
the adiabatic local density approximation (ALDA) for exchange-
correlation (XC) functional are qualitatively similar to that obtained
by TDCDFT with the Vignale-Kohn XC functional.28 However, it
should be emphasized that this qualitative similarity is true only
under small bias voltages when the viscosity of the electron liquid is
not large.27

In our calculations, the crystal structure of aluminum is
adopted for the electrodes, and the CNT segment is extracted
from an ideal infinitely long tube. As shown in Figure 2, both ends
of the CNT are connected to the Al(100) surface with a preset
separation of 1.5 Å, which is welded to the electrodes covalently.31

We include explicitly in the simulation box 32 Al atoms in each
electrode, together with 96 C atoms of the CNT. The ground-
state KS Fock matrix of the extended system (including extra
portions of leads of 16 atoms on each side) is calculated self-
consistently with LDA. Since the aluminum metal is a good
conductor, the induced electrostatic potential by external voltage
is constant for the bulk electrode far away from the device. In our
calculations, the constant-induced electrostatic potential pro-
vides the boundary condition for solving the Poisson equation
for Hartree potential inside the simulation box. The same proce-
dure has been widely adopted in the simulation of quantum
transport.9,22 All calculations are carried out with our in-house
built software package LODESTAR.23,24,32,33 The minimal basis
set STO-3G is adopted.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Transient Current Density and Potential.With the above
approach, we study how the current flows through the device
by calculating the current density at different times. In
Figure 3a-c, we plot three snapshots of the current density
of the system at time t = 0.4, 4, and 20 fs after the switch-on of
voltage to illustrate the current evolution. In the Figures, we
use the cones to represent the local current density vectors in
the middle plane, and plot the local current intensity in the
lower half of the simulation box, where the color varies from
blue to red representing the increasing magnitude of current
density. The vortex-like structures are clearly observed for the
current.
In the simulation, the bias voltage is turned on exponentially,

V(t) =V0(1- e-t/a) withV0 = 0.1mV and time constant a = 1 fs.
We applied this time-dependent voltage on the right electrode,
while keeping the left electrode at 0 V at all times, so that there is a
time-dependent voltage difference across the device. At t = 4 fs,
the voltage reaches nearly its maximum as shown in Figure 4a.
This can also be confirmed by analyzing the spatial distribution of
the potential as shown in Figure 5b,c, where the potentials at t = 4
and 20 fs are similar. In the meantime, the transient current is 6.3
and 10.9 nA at t = 4 and 20 fs, respectively. The currents are quite

different at the two instants; while the patterns of the correspond-
ing local current distributions are similar. This is interesting, as it

Figure 2. The ball and stick representation of our Al-CNT-Al
system. The CNT is connected to the Al(100) surface. The system
consists of 96 C atoms and 48 Al atoms in each leads.

Figure 3. Panels a, b, and c show the local current density distribution at
t = 0.4 fs, t = 4 fs, and t = 20 fs, respectively. In the figures, gray spheres
represent aluminum atoms, and the green balls and sticks represent the
CNT. The cones represent the on-site current density vectors, and the
color ranging from blue to red represents the increasing intensity of
current density. For clarity we only plot the bottom half of the device
region. (d) Magnitude of r � jB(rB) of a plane cutting through
aluminum atoms at t = 20 fs. (e) Direction of current density on the
same plane as in panel d. Local vortices are clearly observed.
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indicates that, despite the difference in overall intensity, the spatial
distribution can be similar.
To describe the observed behavior of transient current through

the device, we calculated r � jB(rB) to analyze the local current
distribution. It is observed that, in addition to the overall
direction of the current, the current density shows strong local
characteristics. We have plotted |r � jB(rB)| for a plane around
aluminum atoms in Figure 3d. We observe that r � jB(rB) is
strong around the atoms. As shown in Figure 3e, local currents
are characterized by the hydrodynamic features as others reported.34

We note that the vortices mostly concentrate around the atoms,
especially near the aluminum atoms, which is in agreement with
our analysis for |r � jB(rB)| as shown in Figure 3d. We also
looked into the direction of the “curl vectors” in the vortices,
which basically representing the direction of the vortex axis, and
found that the directions of the vertices are actually quite random,
despite there being a net transport direction of the current.
Furthermore, we calculated the total current flows through any

surfaces within the device, and confirmed that the total current
obtained from integration of current density is consistent with
that calculated via eq 6. For example, at t = 14 fs, for the middle
plane, which is normal to the axis of the CNT, the integration of
current density of that surface gives 10.6 nA, while the current
calculated at the electrode is 10.8 nA. The difference can be
attributed to the contributions due to the couplings between the
electrodes and the device.

B. Transient Current and Dynamic Admittance. Figures 4a,
b shows the current versus time for two different types of bias
voltage switched on at t = 0. In Figure 4a, the bias voltage Vb is
turned on exponentially. We observed that the relaxation time, i.e.,
the time needed by the system to reach the final steady state, is
about 14 fs. As discussed before,18,35 such a fast process is due to
the fact that the transient dynamics involves electrons only. We
have also simulated the current response under a sinusoidal applied
voltage, which had been widely used in the Floquet theory
approach,14-17 as shown in Figure 4b. The sinusoidal voltage
takes the form ofV(t) =V0/2[1- cos(2πt/a)], withV0 = 0.1mV
and oscillation period a = 5 fs. The external voltage is applied
only on the right electrode, while the left electrode is voltage-free
at all times. After the bias voltage is switched on, sinusoidal
current response is observed, as expected. A phase delay is obser-
ved in the current response to bias voltage, which implies that the
device is overall inductive at this frequency. In addition, the
current was building up its shape gradually in the first few cycles,
and eventually become quasi-steady, oscillating between 2.5 nA
and 9.0 nA. We also performed simulation with a different initial
state. Starting with the system initially in the steady state esta-
blished at bias voltage 0.1 mV, we applied the same sinusoidal
voltage to the system, i.e., the bias voltage is turned off from
0.1 mV in the first 2.5 fs and turned on and off at a period of 5 fs
afterward. Inspection of the current versus time plot (not shown
here) shows that the same final quasi-steady state is reached. This
shows that the initial state memory is washed out at long time
limit. To investigate the potential to be used as elements in a
memristive system.36-38 We have plotted a transient current-
voltage (I-V) curve in Figure 6. The first cycle gives a cross in
the I-V curve. Then the I-V curve became a half ellipse in the
second cycle, followed by a series of ellipses in the later cycles.
This shows that there is a constant phase difference between the
current and the applied voltage after the system reached a quasi-
steady state. Clearly, the system behaves classically in this case,

Figure 4. (a,b) Transient current (solid triangles and open squares) and
applied bias voltage (solid lines) for the Al-CNT-Al system. (a) The
bias voltage is turned on exponentially, V0(1- e-t/a) with V0 = 0.1 mV
and time constant a = 1 fs. (b) The bias voltage is sinusoidal with a period
of 5 fs. The solid triangles are representing current from the right
electrode, and the open squares are current from the left electrode.

Figure 5. Panels a, b, and c show the spatial distribution of electrostatic
potential at time 0.4, 4.0, and 20.0 fs, respectively. The system is under
the exponentially turned on bias voltage V0(1- e-t/a) with V0 = 0.1 mV
and decay time constant a = 1 fs. For clarity we show only the bottom
half of the device region.
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and memristive effects were not observed when the quasi-steady
oscillatory current is established. We believe those interesting
memristive phenomena will be captured by simulations of non-
linear response, but may not be in the present case. An extensive
study on the memristive property beyond the linear response
regime would be of interest.
It is observed that the currents entering the system are exactly

the same in magnitude as the current leaving. This is because
the system has central inversion symmetry, and there is thus
no transient charge accumulation or depletion inside the device.
This is further confirmed by analyzing the potential distribution,
and the charge distributions. Due to symmetry, the admit-
tance matrix element GRβ(ω)(R,β = L,R) satisfies GLL = GRR =
-GLR=-GRL=G(ω).

39-41We obtain the dynamic admittance by
G(ω) = I(ω)/V(ω). We have verified that our calculations are in
the linear response regime. The nonlinear response is more
complex, and it has been discussed for the model system
elsewhere.35 Figure 7a shows the real and imaginary parts of
the resulting dynamic admittance. It is obvious that, in the linear
response regime, the dynamic admittance for different types of
bias voltage should be the same for the same system. This is
confirmed by our numerical results for both exponential and
sinusoidal time-dependent bias voltages as shown in Figure 7a.
C. Equivalent Circuit. According to the above results and

analysis,18,35 our device can be modeled by the classical circuit
depicted in Figure 7b. At zero frequency, the steady state current
goes only through the R-L branch. RL is simply the steady state
resistance,41,42 which is calculated to be 10.17 kΩ. The charge
relaxation resistance RC = h/4e2 is independent of the trans-
mission details.43 At a high frequency, the dynamic response is
capacitor-like and voltage lags current.44 The current enters into
the device region from the left electrode, a part of it, IC, charges
the left interface.11 The remaining current, IL, goes straight
through the device and is joined by IC at the right interface.
Under an AC bias voltage of frequencyω, its dynamic admittance
can be expressed asG(ω) = (RCþ 1/-iωC)-1þ (RLþ iωL)-1.
The values of L and C are calculated via fitting the calculated
dynamic admittance based on the above formula. The resulting

values of L and C are 31.1 pH and 0.049 aF, respectively. As the
bias voltage is turned on, induced charge starts to accumulate at
the two interfaces, with a characteristic charging time, τC =RCC =
0.32 fs, for the R-C branch. The capacitance can also be esti-
mated directly from the excess charge at the interface via C = Q/
Vb.

18 The kinetic inductance L is determined by the dwell time τd
of the electrons inside the device as L∼ τdh/e

2, where τd∼ l/vf.
44

From the results, our device has very small values of L and C,
leading to the short switching time for this nanoscale device
discussed. By analyzing the equivalent circuit, we can calculate
the response of the current. For an exponential bias voltage, i.e.,
V(t) = V0(1 - e-t/a), the current going through the circuit
would be

IðtÞ ¼ V0½L- e-RLt=LLþ aRLðe-t=a - 1Þ�
RLðL- aRLÞ

þ V0C
a- CRC

ðe-t=a - e-t=cRCÞ ð10Þ

When a tends to zero, the bias voltage reduced to a step-function,
and the current can be express as I(t) = (V0/RL)(1- e-RLt/L)þ
(V0/RC)(e

-t/cRC). In this case, the current is composed of two
simple components, which are the current going through the R-
L and R-C arm of the circuit. The current going through the R-
L arm exponentially increases with the ratio between RL and L as
the time constant, i.e., RL/L; this part of the current simply
increases with time with the effect of the inductor. On the other
hand, the current going through the R-C arm exponentially

Figure 7. (a) Dynamic admittance calculated with an exponential bias
voltage (open squares) turned on at t = 0 and a sinusoidal bias voltage
(open triangles) turned on at t = 0. The solid lines show the results fitted
to the classical circuit. The upper curves are the real part of the
admittance, while the lower ones are the imaginary part. (b) The
equivalent electric circuit of our system. The fitted values of each
component are as follows: L = 31.1 pH, RL = 10.17 kΩ, C = 0.049
aF, and RC = 6.45 kΩ.

Figure 6. The transient current-voltage (I-V) curve for the studied
system under a time-dependent sinusoidal voltage applied to the right
electrode only, V(t) = V0/2[1 - cos(2πt/a)], with V0 = 0.1 mV and
oscillation period a = 5 fs. Nine complete cycles are plotted in the graph,
and each cycle is represented with a different line type.
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decreases with the time constant inversely proportional to RC
and C, i.e., 1/RCC, as the capacitor is charging up, and hence
this part of the current decreases with time. Therefore, the
total current will first drop and then increase, and eventually
become steady.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our first-principles simulation includes all electrons and full
atomistic details for both the electrodes and the nanoscopic
device. In our previous work, we carried out first-principles simu-
lation of a (5,5) CNT-based device, and found that the dynamic
electric response of a two-terminal coherent conductor can be
mapped precisely onto an equivalent classical electrical circuit. In
this work, we study instead a (8,0) CNT, re-examine its dynamic
electric response, and thus reconfirm our early finding on the
equivalent electric circuit. The potential of displaying memristive
properties is noted in the studied electronic device. This is a very
interesting issue, as it may open new frontiers in nanoelectronics.
Further investigations, are desirable, especially for calculations
in nonlinear response regime. The distributions of local current
density and electrostatic potential in space are examined and
analyzed at every time step. Large local current density vortices
are observed as the current flow is established. We find similar
spatial distributions of the current for different overall current
intensities. Detailed temporal evolution and spatial distribution
of current and electrostatic potential provide intuitive pictures of
the underlying microscopic processes inside the nanoelectronic
devices and thus yield important guidelines for designing such
devices in future.
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